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Faculty Set To Debate
New Programs Today

All - College Meeting
President Lockwood answers questions about the Summer Planning Report during last
Thursday's all-college meeting in the Washington Room. The meeting, the second
meeting held to discuss the recommendations of the long range planning committees,
was attended by about forty people. Seated to the President's right are, from left to right,
Jay Mandt, '72, Howard Delong, associate professor of Philosophy, and James Wheatley,
associate professor of English.

New Intercultural Program
Readies For January Start

by Paula Pavey
The Intercultural Studies program will be to plan their Intercultural Studies majors
ready for operation in January, according to and take courses to fulfill the
H. McKim Steele, associate professor of requirements," he said.
history and director of the program. The
Steele noted that the committee is
Intercultural Studies program combines "concentrating on the development of black
Non-Western and Black Studies into a studies," since there are already a number
coordinated program which functions as an of courses in the area of Non-Western
academic department.
Studies. "This involves setting up priorities
A proposal establishing the program was in terms of space, new faculty, and several
passed by the faculty last May. This other important considerations," Steele
proposal provided for a planning committee explained.
Faculty in the program will teach
consisting of the program director, five
faculty members, three student members specialized courses and "integrative
appointed by the Trinity Coalition of Blacks, seminars vital to the coherence of the
and three students elected from among the program," according to the proposal.
Non-Western Studies majors. Steele Professors for the program will be drawn
declined to name the committee members. from other departments within the College
He did not want to exclude any interested and from new faculty recruitment. The
participants who are not members of the allotment of new faculty positions for the
committee. He noted that the committee has program will be determined in the middle of
been working steadily since the beginning of this month. The committee must determine
the year. "We hope by registration (for the faculty for the program before specific
second semester) to have a description of course offerings can be listed. According to
the new program so that students may begin the proposal, "Additional Black Studies
courses will be instituted progressively as
their form and content are formulated by the
Planning Committee." The proposal also
specifies that the current program in NonWestern Studies will be continued "until
plans for its revision or transformation are
formulated."
Members of the Planning Seminar receive
International
The United Nations voted Monday to seat credit for their work. Faculty on the commainland China and to oust the Nationalist mittee are granted reductions of one-sixth of
(Cont'd on Pg. 8)
Chinese. The measure was passed by the
surprisingly large margin of 76 to 35 with 17
abstentions.
National
President Nixon expressed shock and
dismay at the United Nations vote on China.
This issue of the Tripod marks
A statement issued by White House press
the beginning of a four week
secretary Ronald Ziegler condemned the
cheering, handclapping, and dancing of
experimental period during
delegates as a "shocking demonstration" of
which
the Tripod will be
"undisguised glee" and "personal
published
weekly. During this
animosity" toward American policy.
time the Tripod will experiment
The Senate in a stunning surprise rejected
with changes in format and
the Nixon Administration's foreign aid
authorization bill Friday. Majority Leader
content. We hope that our
Mike Mansfield described the move asreaders will send us their
"possibly marking the end of the foreign aid
comments, complaints and
program as initiated after World War II in
advice concerning
these
the Marshall Plan."
changes.
Local
Connecticut's welfare fight continued last
week as U.S. District Court Judge M. Joseph
Blumenfield issued a temporary injunction

News From
The Outside

Tripod

The faculty will discuss the Summer
Planning Report's recommendations for an
Alternate Degree Program (ADP) and an
Intensive Program Study (ISP) (Tutorial
College) this afternoon. A vote on the
proposals will come at a later faculty
meeting. If passed the Tutorial College and
the Alternate Degree Program would come
into effect in the fall of the 1972-73 year.
Faculty members were given a summary of
the recommendations, an assessment by
Ward Curran, director of institutional"
planning, of how the proposed programs
would financially effect the College, and a
statement entitled "The Philosophy of a
Trinity Education" which relates the
recommendations
to the
present
curriculum.
The ADP would be a program in which the
B.A. is given after a student passes two sets
of examinations in his major a"nd other
subjects. According to the report the ADP
"will be defined and administered in such a"
way that it is clearly the equivalent in rigor
and depth to our ordinary degree program."
The summary said the proposal for the
ADP would be "a natural outgrowth from
the Curriculum Revision of 1969". The
revision "stressed individuality and selfeducation while maintaining reasonable
structure and guidance in a Trinity
education" said the summary.
The report to the faculty stressed the
importance of an adequate advisory staff,
and outlined a structure of an "ADP
Coordinator system" under which advisors
and administrators of the new program
would be appointed in each department.
Admissions for the ADP would be open to
any regularly admitted College freshman
and to non-residential students in the
Connecticut Valley region according to the
proposal. Ward Curran stated in the
financial summary that the possibility of the
ADP, attracting nonresident students "holds
some promise for realizing the type of
marginal (financial) relief the College
requires".
Participation by both student and faculty
members would be on a voluntary basis,
said the report.
In summarizing the proposal for the
establishment of an Intensive Study
Program, the new report to the faculty said
that the ISP would "improve the academic
atmosphere of Trinity's campus. . .by involving a significant number of faculty and
students in an intensive form of study".
The summary stated that ISP groups

would be made up of between ten to fifteen
students working under one faculty member,
who would devote his entire semester's'
efforts to that one group. Approved faculty
members" would inform students of their
proposed topics by drawing up brief
catalogues. Faculty participation would be
restricted to one semester per year.
Students would not be restricted to one ISP
semester in their colleger career.
The College does not expect the Intensive
Study Program to provide immediate
budgetary relief according to Currah's
interpretation. However, if the Tutorial
College becomes sufficiently popular, the
College hopes to make it the basis for a
summer program. This would allow the
College to admit more students during the
regular academic year.

Two Confess
College Thefts
Two men arrested by Hartford police last
week have confessed committing armed
robberies at the College during the last
month. A warrant has been issued for
another man implicated in the robberies by
the men's statements to the police.
In another incident, a Hartford youth was
arrested Saturday after he allegedly stole
more than $600 worth of stereo equipment
from Wheaton dormitory and then had an
accident with the car he used to get away.
Shortly after the theft at about 5:15 a.m.
Eric Hodge, 18, ran into the rear of a car at
Broad and Ward Streets and fled on foot,
according to Hartford police. He was apprehended after a chase, they said. Police
claim they found a turntable, four stereo
speakers, a radio, a tape recorder, and a
compact stereo set in the car.
George H. Miller, 22, arrested Monday,
has admitted robbing $97 from two students
who were in their dorm room September 27
and another incident a week later in which
three students were tied up in their room
and $50 was taken.
Roosevelt Robinson, 21, admitted being
involved in the second robbery after being
arrested Tuesday.
Millner and Robinson have also admitted
committing a series of robberies at the
University of Hartford.
' ' ' •:

Fraternity Sponsors Raffle
To Endow Four Chairs

St. Anthony Hall fraternity announced last desire to allocate the chairs to the
week that it would seek to raise $800,000 in humanities, Pearlstein reported.
Raffle tickets will go oh sale today for one
order to endow four academic chairs at the
College. The money raised by the fraternity dollar. The winner will receive two: tickets to
will pay a portion of the salary, with other any Broadway production of the winner's
choice, dinner for two in New York, and
sources meeting the remainder.
To kick off the project, the Hall will chauffered transportation. The drawing will
conduct a raffle this month. Steven Pear- be held on November 18 at midnight in the
stein, '73, organizer of the campaign, Hall, according to Pearlstein.
November 18 is also the night of the ancommented that the raffle would demonstrate the fraternity's commitment to the nual Clement Lecture sponsored by the Hall.
John William Ward, president of Amherst
project.
The major portion of the endowment College, will speak on "Violence and
money will be solicited from alumni of the American Liberal Vaules," at 8 p.m. in
Flail, according to Judson Rees, director of Kveible Auditorium.
development. He said the endowment would
yield $40,000 a year which will be used to
supplement the normal salaries of the four
chaired professors and allow for research
support. The Hall chairs will be awarded
A 300-question survey will be distributed
with the ranks of professor or associate to all undergraduates this week as part of a
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty, in- study by Assistant College Counsellor
dicated that this extra compensation will Randolph M. Lee on the social and academic
allow the college to be "substantially more life at the College. This week's survey will
competitive" in seeking Faculty members deal with interpersonal relationships, social
for upper-rank positions. He commented and sexual behavior, and the like. Another
that schools such as Wesleyan and Amherst survey, to be distributed in March, will deal
offer salaries up to $5,000 higher than those with academics. Lee has requested that the
of the college for positions of similar rank. surveys be completed and returned to his
While no departments are specified in the office within one week.
Hall proposal, the fraternity expressed a

Survey
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K Y. Preview of 'Superstar' Is Spectacular
which rose slowly with his back to the that's cheating. At times it was really
Dear Rowi,
Well, how does it feel to be at college at audience none other than the one, the only, hilarious, though, like when Jesus nearly
last? Please drop me a line as soon as the the Son of Man. It looked like blank sky pulled Mary off the stage cuz she was
excitement of it wears off or/. I'm dying to behind him with, you're not going to believe standing on his cord. They tried to disguise
know all the details, bar none, as they say. this, a huge helmet shaped leaf hung in the the cords so that they looked like jungle
(Would you believe that yours truly was middle. There were colors around Hhis vines. Weird, huh?
The first act ended with Judas taking the
thinking about applying to Trinity but Dad through the whole show and sometimes
says with my board scores: "Not a chan- projections. (I tried to find the projector but pieces of silver (or was it gold) from the
priests who then left him alone with himself.
I couldn't.)
ce!")
Jesus went around being cool to everyone Remember the wall that became a floor at
Also let me know if you get to smoke you(he was wearing only a white robe) while the beginning. Well it was split in thirds, the
know-what and what happens.
By the way I was in the City (New York) Judas, a black man, ran back and forth side parts rising slowly. Judas realizes that
over the weekend and got to meet Denny's followed by four guys dressed as spidermen. he's made a big mistake and backs up onto
parents. He goes to Colombia or did I tell They were supposed to be his conscience I the rising middle section. He slides down
screaming while the spotlight focuses on his
you? Anyway they've got money coming out guess.
So many things happened that I'm trying face. It was so dramatic, Rowi, that I forgot
of their chandeliers but that's for another
tetter. And don't let me hear you mention
anything about Ali MacGraw, etc. There's
nothing like it, at this point at least.
Later in the day Denny and I went out to
an expensive restaurant (French) and had
"Jesus went around being cool to everyone
chicken croquettes. Looking down that huge
menu with everything in French I kept
wondering: "What's the word for hamburger and is il ies fries fnnuraise?" Of
(he was wearing only a white robe)
course 1 didn'l lei on. you know how I am.
And arc you ready for (lii.s: when we left
(lie restaurant Denny casually (he's always
casual) opened his wallet and look out two
while Judas, a black man, ran back and forth
tickets lo a Broadway play. It was a
preview, fit' said. Well, to make a long story
short he made me try and guess which show
it was and before ! knew it the cab pulled up
followed by four guys dressed as spidermen.
in front of a theatre completely crowded
with people. The sign said JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR'. I didn't wen know it was a
Broadway musical and you know how much
They were supposed to be
I dug the album.
Anyway, we had pretty good seats considering they were second row balcony. The
his conscience, I guess."
set looked like this huge colored wall tilted
back at an angle with colored spiral designs
on it. The light on it reminded me of a tree.
Very spooky.
Apparently Denny gets to see a lot of
plays. [ asked him about the difference to get them straight in my mind. Remember to look for the spotlight.
between Broadway and Off-Broadway and when I told you about the Ice Follies? It's
Then came intermission. Do you realize
whether that was the same as Off-Off- thai sort of thing. Well, here goes.
that orange drinks at the theatre cost fifty
Broadway. Suddenly all the lights faded and
The priests and a few others came down cents. Not to mention Almond Joys (box of)
this eerie music started playing. The lights from the ceiling riding this gargantuan boat for 75*.
jiggled almiwl as ;£ underwater and then, shaped from a bone, Denny said a pelvic
There's not all that much to say about the
nvc. you rendy /or (his. Hie wall fell back bone. For the Hosanna song the chorus second act until the ending. It took me a
slowly. The audience gasped visibly. Then danced through what seemed to be a desert. while to find the ladies room to dump out
what seemed to be thousands of naked It was all done with lights. Pilate and Mary that orange drink. It really looked like urine.
people crawled onstage. I thought "Oh, no, Magdalene were the same ones from the When I got back to my seat there was a huge
another Hair." but they turned out not to be record. I nearly jumped over the rail when shadow of J.C. on a cloth down the center of
naked.
she sand: "I Don't Know How to Love Him". the stage. They had backlights, I guess.
Pretty soon the wail was low enough to be That song really tears me apart.
After the Last Supper a mammoth (I'm
the floor and il was. The people or chorus, as
Oh, I should tell you one of the things that running out of words that mean gigantic)
Denny said, darfted around and some of disappointed me. And that was that all the box filled with tiny electric lights, millions
them brought out a huge silver chalice out of singers sang with microphones. In my book of them, descended from the roof to sym-

bolize the Garden of Gethsemane.
Judas, who I sort of felt sorry for after at
that shrieking and jumping around, wai
yanked with a rope around his neck like fifti
feet into the air. You might also be iii
terested to know that they, Rice and Web
her, wrote a new song "Could We Stan
Again, Please". Mary and Peter gave a met •
rendition of it.
All this time, Rowi, I kept thinking ho«
are they going to end it, how are they going
to do the Superstar song. Well, they did it
big. Judas comes out of the sky on a huge
triangle with the Supremes (I really didn'l
know what they were supposed to bei
singing and wiggling on the rows under him
Then there's an earthquake with a ligh!
snow and Jesus Christ comes rising out of i!
hole in the ground like twenty feet in the a t ^
while the chorus keeps pulling robe after
colored robe down his body until a long
silver (or gold) robe is left from his neck to
the floor.
At this point Denny started giggling like
mad saying over and over "Jesus Christ!";
He really has no idea how to act at a play,
Anyway, after the earthquake J.C;
mysteriously disappears and winds up on a
triangle in the Crucifix position in the
middic of that helmet shaped leaf I told you
about. Clouds of smoke roll out onstage. The
orchestra, which was underground, starts
playing John 19:41 as the cross, which didn'l
look like a cross, moves forward over the
heads of the chorus straight out to the
audience.
What an ending, huh?
I really shouldn't have said all this cuz you
should see the show if you ever get the
chance. Here's an idea: why don't you ask;
one of the Trinity boys you're dating to take
you down there some Sunday. If he doesn't
have a car you can rile the train like I did.
But get him to buy yr • > jeats in the orchestra
cuz the show really was meant to be wat j
ched from that level. I'm pretty sure they
cost about fifteen bucks apiece. But it's
worth it, believe me.
I
I gotta run now, Rowi. I'll talk to• you ifl \
person when you come home alf
Thanksgiving. Remember to ask me about!
Denny's other peculiarities. That's a whole;
other spectacular.
I'd also like to know what courses you're;
taking.
>
Bye for now.
Peace,
Vickie
P.S.I forgot to tell you Herod was a fag.
P.P.S. Do you have a theatre at Trinity and
if so do they do this kind of stuff???

French Cinema Classics
At Atheneum Film Festival
"Zero for Conduct", a film classic by Jean
Vigo, begins the scries of films "to be
presented during the French Cinema
Festival November f>, 12. and 19 at the
Wadsworth Atheneum.
Jean Vigo, who died in l!i:M at the age of
29, was one of film's most original,
remarkable talents. He had made two shorts
before completing his masterpiece, the
featurelle, "Zero for Conduct". It tells of the
oppressive life in a French boarding school,
and the eventual revolt of the boys. Because
of its attacks on French educational
methods, the film was banned in France for

Criticism.

Hi years, until t'.i-t'i. James Agee, well known
film critic, says of this unique film "...it is
one of the most visually eloquent1 and adventurous movies 1 have seen... '. As an
added attraction the November 5th showing
will include examples of the many films of
French film maker Georges Melies,
magician, artist and early master of special
camera effects.
"Children of Paradise", the second film in
the series showing November 12, is the
complete, original three hour and eight
minute version by Marcel Carne. It is a
sumptuous vision-dream of Paris in the
early tilth century, a film poem on the
nature and varieties of love. Made during
the Occupation when some of its makers
were being hunted by the Gestapo, this
extraordinary production was filmed in
garages and' hideaways where starving
extras made away with some of the
banquets
before* they
could
be
photographed.
"The Wt Blows", the final film in the
series, showing November 19, is Francois
Truffaut's first feature-length film which
marked him as a director of considerable
skill and artistry. This Cannes Film Festival
award winner of 1959 is a picture everyone
with a serious concern for fine films will not
want to miss. .
All films begin at 8:00 p.m. in the
Atheneum theater. Admission is free and
open to the public. Doors will open one hour
prior to showtime? for seating. No seats
l, All tii-rce i1lrti:s, are .shown with

Long Wharf
Joseph Leon (kneeling), Carol Teitel, and John Braden in the comedy "YOU CAN'T
TAKK IT WITH YOU" at Long Wharf Theatre through November h. Long Wharf
'" I the play at the Kdinburgh I n t e r n a t i o n a l f'<»sti> !i» (••;« • >,:f sit»vn»T. I" HOTO:
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Theatre Arts Creates
Midsummer Madness

For its fall production the Trinity Theatre
Arts Department has chosen William
Shakespeare's romantic comedy of love in
confusion, A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
DREAM. Performances will be at 8:15 on
November 5-7 and November 11-14. They
will take placein the Austin Arts Center. Prof.
George E. Nichols III, chairman of the
Theatre Arts Department, is the director.
Nichols views the play as "pure fantasy
taking place in the minds of the audience
and the actors." The language is richly
poetic and musical, and despite the fact that
Shakespeare set the action of the play in
Athens, the play has in reality no specific
time or locale beyond a fanciful Athens and
an imaginary forest outside the city.
Accordingly, the production will dispense
with the elaborate and realistic scenery so
often associated with A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM. In its place a series of
abstract screens with revolving panels have
been designed by Leslie Ann Eliet. The
intention of the panels is to suggest the

'Hd-loWorld!'
A new exhibit designed to make the
viewer see the earth through faraway eyes
opens at the Children's Museum the first
weekend in November. It's called
"Breakthrough! A Fantasy of an Expanding
Universe."
The show, created by Connecticut Design
Collaborative of Roxbury, will occupy the
multi-media experience area of the
Museum. Included will be audio and visual
messages beamed to the earth from sources
shrouded in mystery.
Serious in intent, the new exhibit offers
another way of thinking about human
beings...and their ambitious undertakings
as Elarth's subjects/guardians. For
example: "You take metal, oil and food
from the earth and put back plastic, junk,
and garbage and see no reason why this
shouldn't continue forever. You, a creature
whose very body is borrowed from the
mother planet."
Like oilier, observations, this will be heard
• in ;i reconstruction of .the alien!s..u\vn voice.,
Unusual music, exhibits in which the viewer
participates, and telling visual effects will
all contribute to the goal of showing man
and earth in a distinctly new light.
Doors will open at 9 a.m. Saturday, Nov. (i.
Museum hours are i) a.m.-5 p.m. Monday
through Saturday, and 1-5 p.m. Sunday.
Admission is free. The Museum is located at
950 Trout Brook Drive, West Hartford.

confustion of the lovers' chases.
Mrs. Eliet has also designed a colorful
collection of costumes that enhance the
mood of the play rather than suggest any
specific period or locale. The entire design
effort is aimed at simplicity arid
suggestiveness. In place of the well-known
incidental music of Mendelssohn, unfamiliar sounds will be used to suggest the
supernatural mood.
The theme of the play is based on one of
the lover's observations that "the course of
true love never did run smooth." The comic
aspects of instant love, fickle love and
lovers' quarrels as they might be experienced in a dream are accented. There is
a hilarious nightmare aspect in the whole
improbable proceedings. The play is being
directed toward creating in fact a kind of
midsummer madness. Side by side with the
exquisite lyricism of the lovers and the King
and Queen of the fairies is the robust earthiness of the rustics.
Trinity students are admitted for $1.00
with ID card. General admission is $2.00.
Tickets are on sale now in the Austin Arts
Center & Mather Hall. For further information call the box office at 527-R0R2

LUCKY7S PIZZA j
(Around the corner from Bonner)
168 Hillside Awe.
'
Hartford, Connecticut
I
3 SIZES O F PIZZAS
j

?«S. §12-0422
15% discount
on piiza with ad.

'
|

FOR SALE
MGA U00 - 1960 White Roadsterwire wheels. By original owner27,000 ACTUAL miles. Used fo'rlfun
with, .TLC.AImQst, mint condition-;
spiffy job. Asking$l/500.00'
PHONE 663-1343
(Killingworth)
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Have Mercer
Johnny Mercer (right) and Henry Mancini receive Oscars from Debbie Reynolds for
collaboration on Moon River. Mercer will be interviewed on WRTC on Thursday night.

WRTC

A Songwriter Reminisces
Songwriter Johnny Mercer will be Doug
Cooper's guest on Thursday evening at 7
p.m. over,WRTC FM (89.3). Mercer,
currently President of the Songwriters Hall
of Fame, founded Capitol Records in the
early years of his career.
Though he has been mainly a lyricist (for
such great tunesmiths as Hoagy Charmichael, Harold Arlen, and Jerome Kerne),
there are several songs for which he has
written both words and music. Included in
this category are I'm an Old Cowhand, one
of Bing Crosby's first hits, and Something's
Gotta Give.
Mercer is responsiblefor the lyrics of such
great standards as: That Old Black: Magic,
• Come Rain or Come'ShineyAutumn
Leaves,
Laura, and Blues in: the'Night. Many of
Mercer's songs used popular phrases as
titles; among them are: Goody Goody,
Accentuate the Positive, Jeepers Creepers,
and You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby.
Johnny Mercer has won four Academy

alaalaala

Robert Swett 74 is.
Trinity's first and only official
stereo equipment dealer.
He offers you no-swett everything:
Picasso
Rosamond Bernier will return to
Trinity Thursday, Nov. -1 to lecture at
4:00 p.m. in Room 320 ni Austin Arts
Center. Mine. Bernier, a former lecturer
in art at the College, will discuss "The
Picasso Year". This is Picasso's 00th
birthday and Mine. Bernier will lecture
on the artist, his most recent activities,
and her personal knowledge of the man.
Reservations may be made at the Austin
ticket office at no charge.

1) More than 30 major lines of stereo equipment.
2) One day delivery on most items.
3) Fast, professional, local servicing on all stereo
equipment, new or old.
4) Delivery to your door and installation to your
satisfaction.
5) AND — Complete selection of discount records
and tapes.

-SWETT
Blood
Volunteers are needed to assist the Red
t'ross Blwxlmobile Tuesday November »
from 12:so to 5:;«}p,m. in the Washington
. N« prior training is needed,
ct Peter Bascb, box W>* or 525-:?«yS
Kridav.

See or call
Vernon Heights A-l
Robert Swett
Tel: 549-1036
Box 1032
A representative of SOUND IDEAS, INC., West Hartford,
Connecticut's sound idea showroom.

Awards; only one other lyricist has won that
many (it is Sammy Cahn, who will be interviewed on WRTC on December 16).
Mercer's winners were: On the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe (194G, ), In the Cool
Cool Cool of the Evening (1951), Moon River
(19G1), and Days of Wine and Roses (1962).

Eating Out

near and dear
by Rick Palamar
THE WALK-IN RESTAURANT 1786,
KfR'OAO STREET"
This small Italian restaurant is within
easy walking distance of Trinity near the
intersection of New Britain Avenue and
Broad Street. An informal atmosphere,
table booths, and a soft sounding jukebox
await adventurous eaters. The menu consists mostly of Italian dishes, such as:
spaghetti and meatballs ($2.10), shell
maccaroni and sausage ($2.25), ravioli
(meat or cheese) ($2.15), and rigatoni and
meatballs ($2.15). Pizzas and grinders are
also available, as are specials of the house,
including: two pork chops, spaghetti and
salad ($3.25)', one-half a baked chicken,
spaghetti, salad and garlic bread ($195),
baked lasagna and meat sauce, salad and
garlic bread ($3.00) and manicotti, salad
and garlic bread ($2.95). The manicotti was
good and cheesey and the salami grinder
enjoyed by my trusty companion "Lois"
was also delightful. The prices here are
generally as moderate' as the local pizza
parlors, and the small dining room affords a
relaxed atmosphere. Beer is readily
available for those who know that the 'real
thing' isn't Coke. Weekday nights are
usually quiet, a good time to enjoy a
moderately priced meal.
'
THE SILVER DOLLAR RESTAURANT,
ZION STREET
This is probably Hartford's version of the
Golden Nugget Saloon minus the thrills of a
stage show. Arriving for an early dinner
with my date, (one of about three women in
the place,), we found a table awaiting us in
the rear dining room. After elbowing our
way through the tatooed forearms and
monogrammed workshirts, we were seated
at our table overlooking the bar and the TV
in the corner. The menu here offers a
variety of dishes at very inexpensive prices,
ranging from a hamburger to a T-Bone
steak ($2.75). We ordered a club sandwich
with french fries ($1.50) 'and a small sirloin
steak with bread, vegetable and potato
($2.00), which turned out to be not only a
good deal but a good meal as well. Both
dinners were tasty, and the local neighs
borhood clientele were refreshingly real and
happy. The best time to stop by for a meal or
a drink is Friday or Saturday night when, as
our waiter informed us, there is often a full
house. Alcoholic beverages are also readily
available here and the "Dollar" (its inside
"coin" name), provides a very moderate
dinner in the context of a local tavern atmosphere. A good change of pace for those
who are willing to leave their "tweeds"
behind.
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Perez Teaches First of
Master Dance Classes

by Jill Anne Kilvcrman
Thursday afternoon, October 21, nearly importance of working from one's center;
sixty Trinity dancers filled the Washington using the abdominal region as an anchor
Room for the first in a monthly series of around which all other body parts can move
Master Dance Classes being offered by the with relatively little strain. Sometime
Dance Department to supplement its during these exercises I glanced behind me
present curriculum. The class was to start only to notice that the Washington Room
at two o'clock, by 1:55 there were a dozen was filled to capacity.
dancers limbering up in one corner, Judy
The class progressed rapidly from warDworin Schor sat to one side anxiously ming muscles, to work in directional
talking to a rugged looking, leotard-clad changes, both on the floor and off. Various
man. He got up, moved towards the center modified ballet paces, as well as comof the room, and said, "My name is Rudy plicated movement emphasizing basic
Perez. It feels great to be out of the city. The Perez ideas through various spacial and
sun is beautiful today and its very green technical patterns were added. The last part
here."
of class was spent on composition; the
Rudy Perez is director and choreographer dancers were divided into three groups of
of the Rudy Perez Dance Theater, who twenty. Each group was to employ three
recently appeared at the American Dance previously examined spacial designs (a
Festival at Connecticut College. Mr. Perez horizontal line, a vertical line, and a cirbegan his training at the New Dance Group, cular mass) to create a choreographic
then went on to study with Martha Graham, study. Fifteen minutes later three unique
Mary Anthony, Merce Cunningham and pieces were presented; all were interesting
Erik Hawkins. He was a member of the and had potential for expanded works.
Judson Dancers in the early ninetcenIt was four o'clock. Most participants
sixties.
were in fairly vacuous states. Perez stood up
An evening of his choreography per- and said, "Now I'll show you what I do." No
formed with Barbara lioan and Anthony one was exactly sure what was coming. He
LafJigJia at Judson Memorial Church in sat in the sun that poured in through one
•January of lilliJl led to the formation of the window, putting on his shoes; finishing, he
Rudy Perez Dance Theater. As a teacher, moved to our right as we sat along the wall;
Perez has worked with children at Aclclphi He crouched into the classic track starting
University Children's Program of the position, rose and began his own definition
Creative Arts and at Friends Seminary of linear space through (he simple walk and
School m New York City. He has also con- ils variations. The movement continued for
ducted dance therapy sessions at Bollevue over five minutes; everyone was hypnotized
Hospital. He is on the artistic committee' and by its simple clarity and weight. The solo
ended as casually as it had begun- he walked
faculty at Dance Theatre Workshop.
Currently
Artist-in-Residence
at out of his physically created square enMarymount Manhatten College, Perez and vironment and took off his shoes.
Company have performed and taught
Class ended with a discussion. He asked
master classes at Columbia University for reactions to our own compositions as
Teacher's College, Barnard College, Pratt well as to his methods, The talk was warm;
Institute Radcliffe College, Brandeis, people were thinking, questioning their own
Boston Conservatory and the 92nd Street concepts of dance and its place in theatre, in
YM-YWHA in New York. .The company has stadiums, in gyms. Everyone was generally
been invited to perform at U.C.L.A. in fatigued, happy it had all taken place here.
January of '72 thru the National Endowment At 4:30 several of the dozen who had arrived
for the Arts Residence Touring Program. early were still busy arguing with Perez
As class began I watched and listened about technical perfection v.s. imintently thinking how difficult being placed provisatory choreography.
in fronl of strange dancers for Iwo hours
The class was a success because Rudy
uiiisl lie. the jio:tl of Ihe class being lo give Perez enjoys working with students at any
.sliifleiils a new awareness of what makes level: this is often difficult lo say of
Kudy Perez unique as a dancer and professionals in any field. His choreography
choreographer. Putting the class through a and ideas are easily understood, less easily
fairly rigorous warm-up he stressed the taken into one's own body.

MHBOG Presents: Jesus Christ Superstar
performed by
The National Rock Opera Company
at
The Ferris Athletic Center
Wednesday, November 10
8 p.m.
Tickets $ 4.00

REMEMBER MOM'S BAKING?
Frosted Cakes $3.00
Decorated Cakes $4.00
Will Deliver to Campus
Mrs. It. H. Gilpin
Tel. 529-4911

Rudy Perez
Itudy I'erez, the well-known choreographer, taught the first Master Dance Class in a
scrips offered by Hie Dance Department here. He worked with about sixty Trinity
students.

Music on a Central Theme
Highlights New Radio Show
Like too many Trinity students 3/<l of my
freshman year passed before I even realized
that this noble ivy-splattered institution has
its very own radio .station, not to mention a
genuine student staff. Being informed of
WRTC's existance 1 immediately assumed
that it ranked right up there with Saga foods
and the Sociology department, and rigidly
ignored it. I was warned that many shows
consisted of work-frazzled fellow students
sticking on a dozen twenty-minute cuts and
catching up on some sleep. Since then I've
accidentally discovered that this is not
always the case.
Last Tuesday evening I was relaxing in
my room listening to WHCN and thumbing
through last month's Playboy (Interested,
of course, only in the highly literate articles)
when the DJ, obviously suffering from
severe acid indigestion, threatened to play
the entire Pipkins album. Knowing that this
gave me about 12 1/2 minutes to kill, I
started moving the dial around, past 2
weather reports, a C&W station playing Dan
Hicks and his Hot Licks doing "How Can I
Miss You When You Won't Go Away", and a
Clark bar commercial, down to f$9.3 FM,
where I picked up a girl's voice, just sort of
talking. I prefer a girl's voice on the radio
anytime, and the song she introduced was
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pretty good (Rod Stewart's "Mandolin
Wind"). The equally pleasing voice that
come on next was another girl's, and as a
male voice broke in with a comment I was
beginning to wonder how many D.J.s could
be on the air at one time. As Ihe show went
on Ihe situation was explained, and in hopes
of improving WRTC's reputation I'll tell you
about it.
Three students, Ted Noon '74, Paula
Pavey, '73, and Luisa Segato '73 (the latter
two being exchangees from Wellesley) are
trying out a new format. From 8:30 to 11:00
they play music 1 groups like Mountain,
Electric Flag, the Stones, Joni Mitchell,
Buffalo Springfield, Beatles, Pink Floyd . .
and no commercials) based around a
central theme, such as love or freedom, or
perhaps a more controversial topic. They
mix in pertinent bits of poetry and commentary. It's quite informal, sometimes a
bit hectic. But you can tell they're having
fun doing the show, and the result is more
fun to listen to than the cut and dried routine
of most stations. And Ted, Paula, and Luisa
are trying to bring the audience into the
show too; listeners are supposed to call up
the studios to request appropriate songs,
comment on the topic, the show, or
whatever's on their minds.
There is a lot more to it, but hopefully
you're curious enough to give it a try and
find out the rest for yourself. That's the PTL
show (first initials, get it?), Tuesday 8:3011:00 p.m., WRTC KM. Listen just for fun
and music, or for some serious material for
thought. Your college station is on its way
up.

Concerts
Wesloyan University has planned the
following events for the first semester of
the 1971-72 school year:
IS71
Friday, November 5 - The DELFONICS
Saturday. November 6 - Blue Oyster Cult
Friday, Nowmbpr 12 • DREAMS, John
McGUmghtin
Friday, November Jfi • The KINKS. Glass
Harp

^

Fur irui.'? Vifrit'rnQlion cz!l
Bon 2iUt.hu
StH'-ial Comm5*ti?e ChftiftntH"!
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This Week
TUESDAY, November 2
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. - Seniors - Appointments for Ivy Photos - Foyer, Mather
Campus Center.
1:30 p.m. - Town-Gown Forum "Technological Imperatives" - Prof. Edwin
p Nye . Goodwin Theatre, A.A.C.
2:30 p.m. - V.Soceer-Coast Guard-Home.
4:00 p.m.-Trinity Draft Counselors 4th
Training Session - Goodwin Lounge.
6'30 p.m. - Band Rehearsal - Garmany
Hall, A.A.C.
7:00 p.m. - Trinity Women's Organization Alumni Lounge.
7:30 and 9:00 p.m. - Film: "Dutchman" Cinestudio.
10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
WEDNESDAY, November U
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. - Appointments for
Ivy Photos (as Tuesday).
12:15p.m. -Human Relations Committee Alumni Lounge.
12:15 p.m. - Football Highlights - Senate
Rm.
12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
3:00 p.m. - Women's Field Hockey Chaffee - Away.
7:00 p.m. - NCAAD Open Forum Washington Rm.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. - Films: "Wuthering
Heights" "The Abominable Doctor Phibes"
- Cinestudio.
8:15 p.m. - 0 Population Growth - Films
"Multiply and Subdue the E a r t h "
"Boomsville" - McCook Auditorium.
8:00 p.m. - Poetry Reading Group - Wean
Lounge.
9:30 p.m. - Meditation Group - Rm. 132,
LS C
THURSDAY, November 4
4:00 p.m. - Draft Counseling - Chapel
Undercroft.
4:00 p.m. - Picasso Lecture by Rosamond
Bernier - Rm. 320, A.A.C.
4:15 p.m. - Community Seminar Series Prof. Robert Oxnam: "The Bourgeois Class
In The Chinese Revolution'' - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Chess Club - Rm. 115, L.S.C.
7:30and9:30p.m.-Films (as Wednesday)
8:00 p.m. - SIMS - Rm. 135, L.S.C.
8:15 p.m. - Poet: Derek Walcott from
Trinidad-Reading from his own works Wean Lounge.

10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
FRIDAY, November 5
2:00 p.m. - F. Football - Amherst - Home.
3:00 p.m. - F. Soccer - Amherst - Home.
3:00 p.m. - Women's Field Hockey-U.of
Bridgeport-Away.
5:15 p.m. - Shabbat Services and Kiddush Goodwin Lounge.
8:00 p.m. - Star Night Observations from
Elton Roof if clear.
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts Production Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's
Dream - Goodwin Theatre.
8:15 p.m. - A Bach Program with "The
Convivial Consort" - Robert Gronquist,
harpsichordist - Donation: $2.00 - Hamlin
Hall.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. - Films (as Wednesday).
SATURDAY, November 6
10:30 a.m. - V. Soccer-Amherst-Away.
1:30 p.m. - V.Football-Amherst-Away.
2:00 p.m. - V. & F. Cross Country Amherst and WPI at WPI.
4:15 p.m. - Shabbat afternoon and
discussion - Goodwin L.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. - Films (as Wednesday).
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts Production (as
Friday).
8:15 p.m. - "The Convivial Consort" (as
Friday),
9:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m. - OLDIES - Sock Hop
sponsored by MHBOG - Washington Rm.,
M.C.C.
SUNDAY, November 7
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass Alumni Lounge.
6:30 p.m. - SIMS - Rm. 135, L.S.C.
7:00 p.m. - Folk Dancing - Wean Lounge.
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts Production (as
Friday).
7:30 and 9:40 p.m. - Films: "The Conformist" "Molly McGuiness" - Cinestudio.
MONDAY, November 8
10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. - Sale of Bermond
Graphics - Austin Arts Center.
6:30 p.m. - SIMS - Rm. 135, L.S.C.
7:00 p.m. - MHBOG - Alumni Lounge.
9:00 p.m. - C. 0. Sessi6n - Alumni Lounge.
7:30 and 9-40 p.m. - Films'(as Sunday)
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IF ONLY I HAD
A BIG BROTHER"
Will you share three to four hours a week
with a fatherless boy?
Will you be his BIG BROTHER
and show him the way
to realistic values andgoals?
...help him become
a solid citizen in our community?

In Hartford county
there are more than
6,000 fatherless boys
between the ages of 8 and 16.
Surely, you can be a friend to one of them.

For information contact:
Jim Finkelstein
Box 906
5222552
"No man stands so straight...as when he stoops to help' a boy"

Tortured
for Christ!

.

You might be happier at^Etna.
We think we might have what you're
looking for. Something 27 million people
depend on for security and a better life.
We'd like you to consider taking a sales
management position with /Etna Life and
Casualty. We have hundreds of broadgauge management positions, both in the
field and in the home office, that pay substantial salaries right from the start.
They all take creativity and hard work,
But the rewards can be very high. To
yourself. To others.
If the insurance business is still the
Overlooked Profession to you, it's probably because you haven't heard the whole
truth about it yet. How fast-changing it
has become. Or how sophisticated. Or
that it is where the greatest variety ot
job opportunities are-today, insurance
probably takes more college graduates
than any other profession.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a JOBS-partidpating company.

We have jobs in all divisions of our
company. If you'd like face-to-face contact with people we have many positions
that will give you immediate contact with
the public. If you'd rather deal with your
co-workers and other professionals, we
have those, too. Tell us your preference,
and we can work it out between us.
A brochure called "The Whole Truth"
goes into the specifics on sales management as well as other opportunities. It'll
tell you how ^€tna works, what it does,
and how you can become part of it. It's
an honest picture of an honest business.
Why not stop in at your placement office
and read it.
Today, one out of six Americans looks
to /Etna for insurance protection. You
might build a successful career helping
us help many more.

E3

LIFE & CASUALTY

Milan Haimovici

Lutheran pastor Milan Haimovici spent eight years in Romanian jails passing through
indescribable tortures. The
Communists placed him barefoot on burning coals. He was
savagely beaten in the groin
and made to empty barrels
filled with the human waste of
thousands of prisoners with his .
own hands. However, his faith
withstood all these trials. Even
Communist officersas they
spoke later about it, were filled
with such respect that they
took off their hats when speaking about this living saint.
Thousands of- Christian prisoners, died in-Romanian Communist jails. A complete account of their courageous faith
and stand for the Lord is contained in the book TORTURED •"
FOR CHRIST, by Rev. Richard
Wurmbrand, a bestseller in 25
languages.

Be interested in the plight
of our persecuted brethren
behind the iron and Bamboo Curtains. You can help!
Mail coupon for the book,
"Tortured for Christ" by
Rev. Richard Wurmbrand.
1109 E. Chevy Chase Dr., Glendale
Telephone: (213) 247-3711

r
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VOICE OF THE MARTYRS
| P.O. Box 11,Glendale, CA91209 U.S.A.
H "flemember (hem that ore in bonds'
• Name
1 Address
|city

OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE

if

Zip
"Mail coupon for FREE book
._
• C"Tortured for Christ"
Than* You. I
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EDITORIAL SECTION

7 2 Democratic Convention

Tuesday, November 1, 1971
-Copy right I!)7I by Kenneth Bode

Vertigo
The agricultural bias first seen in the Cave's new decore has been
carried too far when the administration begins to practice crop rotation
on the faculty.
The new policy of "rotating" studio arts faculty recently proclaimed by
Dean EdwinNye is either foolish or deceitful. It is either an inept but well
intentioned attempt to enhance the quality of arts teaching at the College,
a mistaken attempt to enhance the college's image at the expense of its
teaching or simply a new excuse for getting rid of some faculty to whom
the College does not want to grant tenure.
Dean Nye's emphasis on exposing students to the greatest number of
practicing artistsi may just be a misunderstanding of how students learn.
Whether or not the teaching of studio arts is a less rational process than
the teaching of engineering or economics is beside the point. Students do
not learn by being exposed to many and variousprofessionals in their field.
They learn through extended work with a few individuals who can
communicate their knowledge and their art. The quality of education is
not affected by the number of teachers one has. It is affected by the
quality of those teachers. This game of musical chairs is educationally
;-meaningless.
Rotating a series of well known artists through the colleges faculty
would probably improve our reputation among those easily impressed by
"stars" and celebrities. But it would do nothing to improve the quality of
teaching at the College. Selecting arts faculty on the basis of their artistic
fame is as foolish for an institution primarily committed to undergraduate teaching as selecting other faculty solely on the basis of
their scholarly publications.
Of course, (lie Dean's policy may just be a complicated smoke screen
for n desire to get rid of three young faculty members. But if this is the
case and the dismissals were prompted by the need to avoid adding
tenured faculty it would be in the institutions interest for the Dean to
admit it.
The decision to begin shuffling artists-in-residence through the Trinity
faculty seems to be a visable sign of administration doubts concerning
the Colleges program of studio arts. Many students are concerned that
the decision to fire three members of the department mark the first
stages of the erosion of the departments effectiveness. We hope they are
wrong.

Criniry

It is logical to assume that delegates to
the Democratic: National Convention
represent just Democrats. But the
Democratic National Committee takes a
different view.
Last February the Committee adopted a
formula for the 1972 Convention, which
apportions 54% of the delegates on the basis
of the Electoral College. Since the College is
based partially on population, the formula,
in effect, gives representation to
Republicans, independents, members of
minor parties, as well as people not even
eligible to vote.
And to the extent that the Electoral
College is based on state units, the formula
disregards people altogether and represents
geographical entities. As the Supreme Court
has pointed out in its landmark apportionment decisions, this is tantamount to
representing trees, rivers, and cornfields.
The Center for Political Reform in
Washington has gone to court in an attempt
to force the Democratic Party to change its
current apportionment plans and adopt a
formula based solely on Democrats. The
lawsuit, now on appeal to the Supreme
Court, charges that the present formula is
unconstitutional
and
invidiously
discriminates against large numbers of
Democratic voters.
Under the Democratic National Committee's formula, the votes of some
Democrats are substantially weaker than
the votes of others. For example, a National
Convention delegate from New York
represents 14, 534 Democrats back home,
while a delegate from Alaska represents
only H,fi52. Each of these delgates has one
Convention vole; yet the New Yorker
represents almost 11,000 more Democrats
than the Alaskan. The voting power of New
York Democrats is thus severely diluted.
Specifically, an Alaskan Democrat who
participates in his party's presidential
nominating process has 3.98 times the voting
power of a New York Democrat. (Other
strongly Democratic states suffer the same
discrimination. For instance, the Alaskan
has 3.58 times as much voting power as a
California Democrat and 4.24 times the
power of a Democrat from Massachusetts.)
The Center for Political Reform contends
in its lawsuit that the Democratic National
Convention is an integral part of the
presidential election process and must,
therefore, conform to constitutional
requirements. Drawing upon a long line of
apportionment decisions, the Center argues
that the Supreme Court has clearly
established the principle of one man, one
vole. The Court has consistently read the
Ecjual Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to mean that the power of one
man's vote cannot be diluted by the greater
power of another's.
In Gray v. Sanders, Justice Douglas ex-

plained the Court's position: "Once the class
of voters is chosen and their qualifications
specified, we see no constitutional way by
which equality of voting power may be
evaded." The "class of voters" in question
for the National Convention is Democrats.
And as noted, the present Convention apportionment formula makes some
Democratic voters much more powerful
than others.
The Democratic Party counters that the
Center is asking for the impossible. How
would the Party adequately define a
Democratic voter? Is he someone who
registers as a Democrat, or votes for a
Democratic Governor, or for a Democratic
President?
Despite such protests, the Party has
always been able.to define a Democrat
satisfactorily for the purposes of apportionment. Forty-six percent of the 1972
Convention delegates are now apportioned
on the basis of Democratic strength-figured
by averaging Democratic presidential vote
in the last three elections. By simple
figuring the entire apportionment formula
on this basis, the Party could eliminate the
discriminatory effects of the current mixed
formula.
From a political point of view, the current
formula underrepresents large urban (and
traditionally liberal) states like New York
and California to the benefit of small
(traditionally Republican) states like
Wyoming and Vermont.
in addition, the South-which gave only 25
of its 128 electoral voles to Hubert Humphrey in l%8-- is greatly overrepresented at
present. The eleven southern states have a
rota 1 ot !)i)r> Convention votes. Under the oneDemocrat,
one-vote formula, they would
have l.r>tt less votes-for a total of 434.
If the Supreme Court should decide that
Democratic strength must be used as the
only constitutional basis for apportionment,
the 1972 Democratic National Convention
could be a considerably more liberal
gathering that now seems likely. As a recent
article in the Wall Street Journal
speculated: "Sometime in the next' few
months, the Supreme Court will help pick
the next President of the United States."

Kenneth Bode is Director of The Center
For Political Reform in Washington,
D.C. He first became active in politics in
t%8, working first for Eugene McCarthy
and, then, serving as floor coordinator
for George MeGovern at the Chicago
convention. In 1970 he directed voter
registration drives for various antiwar
candidates.
(Distributed by ACCESS--THK COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION)
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warhead
To the Editor:
Our government is planning to detonate a
five-megaton nuclear warhead on Amchitka
Island near Alaska.
Environmental groups contend that the
test could lead to a seismic tidal wave and to
leakage of radioactive gases. Just as bad,
the test is costing us $200 million, a horrible
waste of money. And the warhead will be 250
times more powerful than the atomic bomb
we dropped on Hiroshima.
Is the nuclear weapon some sort of explosive phallic symbol with which the U.S.
must always masturbate to prove it has
what it takes?
A short conversation between super
patriot Archie Bunker and a liberal-type
candidate for office on last Saturday night's
"All in the Family" TV show pointed out the
sheer absurdity of nuclear military power:
Archie: This is the most powerful country
on earth.
Candidate: Yes, and we can be destroyed
in ten minutes by the second mast powerful
countrv on parth

Archie: That's why we gotta get them
first.
Sincerely,
Steve Barkan '73

'blood drive"
To the Editor:
Pi Kappa Alpha has kindly assumed
leadership in this year's Blood Drive. I urge
all those who can donate blood to do so on
November 9th, for it is not only a worthy
cause to support but it is also an unique
program in Connecticut available to all of
us. Connecticut provides blood without limit
to those who need it, whether they are
residents of the State or not. Such a
generous provision requires a substantial
banking of blood.
Trinity had a commendable showing last
year; I hope that we may go far beyond that
record this year. We shall all be grateful for
your donation.
Cordialiv,
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Proposed 72-73 Calendar

Announcements

(Ed. Note: The following is a proposed calendar for the 1972-1973 academic year, drawn
up by N. Robbins Winslow, dean for educational services. Winslow requests comments and
suggestions by November 8, so that next year's calendar can be prepared early.
This calendar allows 13 weeks per term of undergraduate class meetings for all class
cycles and 14 class meetings per term for graduate courses.)

Student Teaching

Drug Line

Proposals for Student-Taught Courses to
be offered in the Trinity Term of 1972 must
be submitted to the Curriculum Committee
by November 8. For information see the coordinator of these courses, Professor
Gettier of the Religion Department.

Students interested in manning a drug
telephone line are invited to meet with
members of the Drug Advisory Council
tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
The drug line will be manned exclusively by
student volunteers. Students interested who
cannot attend the meeting should contact
either Ken Martin, Nathan Schor, Michael
Seibert, or Shelley Dickinson, as soon as
possible.

Princeton
Princeton will begin an experimental
program next semester to accept 20
students from other schools for one term of
study. Credit earned will not be counted
toward an undergraduate degree at Princeton. General costs will be about $2,200.
For information and application forms
contact the Office of Educational Services at
Trinity.

China

Robert B. Oxnam, assistant professor of
history, will speak on "The Bourgeois Class
in the Chinese Revolution," Thursday at
4:15 in Wean Lounge. Coffee and donuts will
be served.

1972
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

30

Sept.

5

Oct.

16-20

Monday-Friday

Nov.
Nov.

22
27

Wednesday
Monday

31-Sept. 1
30

Wednesday
Thursday-Friday
Thursday
Tuesday

Freshmen aFrive
Registration of all undergraduate students
Graduate students' Registration 7-9:00 p.m.
Xmas Term of 150th Academic Year begins
Open Period: no regular classes for undergraduate students
Thanksgiving Vacation begins after last
class
Classes resume
Last day of Xmas Term undergraduate

Dec. 13*
classes
Wednesday
Dec. 14
Thursday
Reading Day
Dec. 15-21
Friday-Thursday
Final exam period (including Saturday)
Dec. 18
Monday
Last day of Xmas Term graduate classes
""Undergraduate classes on Tuesday, December 12, will follow normal Thursday format.
Undergraduate classes on Wednesday, December 13, will follow normal Friday format.

1973
Gay Lib

Watson
The College has nominated four
students to compete in the national competition for the Thomas J. Watson
Travelling Fellowship: Jack C. Barthwell,
William A. Fisher, Ronette Loganzo, and
Robert L. Watts. The Fellowships award
$6,000 for one year of travel and study.

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT- ATGSB
NAT'L BDS.
Preparation tor tests required for
admission to graduate and prof essional schools
Six and twelve session courses
' Small groups
Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs.
Opportunity for review of past
lessons via tape at the center

Summer Sessions
Special Compact Courses
Weekends — Intersessions
S T A N L E Y H. K A P L A N
EDUCATIONAL CENTCRi.

Trinity Gay Liberation will be meeting
with Yale's Gay Liberation Front this
Thursday, November 4th. Meet at the
Chapel Undercroft at 6:45 p.m. Contact
Bruce MacDonald, Box 171, for further
details. ALL INTERESTED PEOPLE
WELCOME!!

Charity
Trinity was among the organizations
reaching 100% of its assigned $4000 goal in
the United Appeal of the Greater Hartford
Community Chest,
The contributions came from faculty and
staff of the College. The overall goal for the
Community Chest is $3,776,676. So far, it has
reached 98.6% of its goal.

Jan.
Jan.

22

Thursday-Friday
Monday

Registration of all undergraduate students
Trinity Term classes begin

Feb.

19-23

Monday-Friday

Mar.

23

Friday

Open Period: no regular classes for undergraduate students
Spring Vacation begins after last class

April
April

4
20

Wednesday
Friday

9*

Wednesday
classes
Thursday-Friday
Reading Days
General examinations for seniors
Monday-Tuesda y
Wednesday-Wednesday
Final examination period
Tuesday
Last day of Trinity Term graduate classes
Friday
Final faculty meeting
Sunday
Commencement exercises for 150th
Academic Year

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

18-19

10-11
14-15
16-23

8
25
27

Classes resume
Good Friday: no classes held
Last day of Trinity Term undergraduate

'"Undergraduate classes on Wednesday, May 9, will follow normal Friday format.

Sociology

"it's A Mice Place to Visit. . .
But! Wouldn't Want to live There."

Miss Jill Dubisch will speak on "Anthropological Field Work in a Greek Island
Village," tomorrow at 4:00 p.m. in Life
Sciences 142. The lecture is sponsored by the
Sociology Department.

T 30 Tuesday - WRTC 89.3 FM
Ballet
Ballet classes are being conducted
Thursdays from 7:00 to 8:30 p.m. in the
dance studio. The classes are open to all
students, regardless of previous training.

Part of a 14-week series
on urban problems.

1676 ttaX 16th Street Brooklyn, M. Y

(212) 236-5300
(516) 538-4555
SINCE 1938
DAYS. EVENINGS. WEEKENDS
Boiton ' Phili. • Wwhington • Dtuoli ' Loi An««Hri • Ml«m

Tkt Tutoring School with the Nationwide Reputation

Felffer"
I usev ro

WRTC non-commercial educational radio

RAT
A rat has been sighted scurrying under the
Clock Tower several times this year.
Campus security is urged to watch out for
the little fellow.
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Game Room
Use Faffing
Tins Year
The use of the game room has fallen off 50
to 75% from last year, according to Del
Shilkret, dean for student services. Shilkert
said that he had no reason for the sharp drop
in use. He also said that if there is not an
increase in use the afternoon hours might
have to be eliminated.
The game room moved out of the
basement of Mather Hall this year when the
Cave moved in. The room containing ping
pong and pool tables is located on the 2nd
floor of Seabury :w-:)9.
Last year the game room was taking in
between $4-0 per day. This year the take is
down to two dollars.
When asked how frequently the game
room was used Neville Davis, '71, who works,
there ten hours a week, said "not often". On
a Friday night two pairs of players might
come in, Davis said.
A nominal charge per hour is charged for
the use of the equipment.

No More Games
New Program
(from P. 1)
their normal teaching loads. Student
members receive one course credit for
participating in the seminar. According to
the proposal, membership of the Planning
Seminar after the first year will be drawn
from students and faculty in the program.
Steele explained the philosophy of the new
program by saying, "It is addressed to
seeing that the curriculum develops in a
direction which will adequately reflect the
world as it is outside the concerns of a very
small groups in western society. This
program is intended to service those areas
of the curriculum which were not being
serviced to the extent that some students
and faculty thought they should be servirJefJ."
KofHTl Oxruim, assistant to the president,
considers the program "a good one." He
detailed two concrete advantages. First, it
will "create an overall agency which permits a number of new academic pursuits to
exist without making each one of them into a
separate department," he said. He added
that it will also "permit us to bring a black
studies program on campus."
Steele concluded, "To me, this is a great
opportunity to improve the education at
Trinity. We've been working on it for a long
time, and it should be a good program."

Jesus
Christ
Superstar
Coming to Trinity
Wednesday,
November 11
Ferris Athletic
Center $
Admission 4.00

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, Is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Sponsored by
Mather Hall Board
of Governors

TCo e p & stlce *
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

RINGS

Close out sale on dinner jackets and tuxedoes
$5.00 for dinner jackets $7.00 for tuxedoes.
Former rentals - must sell
T. P. P. Sales 100 Allyn St., Hartford

Kinp from JIOO to JIO.,000

i
HI FI PROBLEMS
We have loads of them. We need
a top Top Service Tech to service
oil types of equipment

Trtd« M»rk R<|. A. H. PWKI Co.

JHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I
I Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus I
I full color (older and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift oner all for only 25^.
Ml j
i
I

I N a m « _ _

_ _ _ _ _I

I Addrtii.
I C;i/

-Co..
-Zip.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RIN&S,

Full-or Part Time - Must-Be Experienced

Herbert Electronics
1181 ./Japitaf Avenue Htffl. 247-0042

L

SOX 90, SYRACUSE

J

Buy Your Kmp$ak9 Ring
from
95754 FABMINSTON A V I ,
WEST HARTTORD, CONN. 0610?

N Y

13201 t
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Crass
Blood
mobile
Tuesday
November 9
Mather Hall
12:30-5:30 p.m.
Under 18
needs parental
consent
Mayor Forms

Prison Reform
Advisory Group
Hartford Mayor George Athanson has
appointed an eight-member committee of
college students to study prison conditions
and to suggest possible reforms in the
state's penal system. The work of the
committee may lead to the introduction of
prison reform legislation in the state
legislature, Athanson told the students at a
meeting October 18.
The committee is composed of five
students from Trinity and three from
Wesleyan. Kevin Degnan '74 and John
Entine '74 were asked by Athanson to form a
committee after they wrote a letter
deploring prison conditions in the state. In a
Tripod interview Entine said "1 think
Athanson is sincere but there's no doubt that
there is political motivation."
Entine referred to stories that Athanson
run for Congress soon and that he would like
student support. Entine also said that the
committee could only be a pressure group
because the correctional system was administered by the state and the committee
was on the city level.
Athanson told the meeting that he would
like to know if the proposed prison to replace
the 98-year-old Seyms St. Jail will be merely
a larger version without provisions for new
rehabilitative programs. He said he hopes
the committee will be able to influence that
decision.
The Trinity students on the Mayors Advisory Committee on Prison Reform are
Kevin Degnan '74. John Entine '74, Lynn
. Matthews 75, Ken Post '73 and Fran Tinti
"<'5. The Wesleyan students include the
arganteers of the Sevres St. Jail rally -.vhjch
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TCC Committee Considers Board Dissolves;
Fewer Course Requirements Guard Remains
by Curt Froemmin^
bv Curt
A resolution
wasFroemminS
passed by the TCC
Wednesday to create a subcommittee to
consider lowering the present 36 course
degree requirement. The committee will
report its recommendations to TCC before
Christmas vacation.
Responding to Council member Amy
Tenney's '74 opinion that the present five
course requirement for the Sophomore and
Junior years is too heavy, President Lockwood stated that the 36 course requirement
is simply "an old benchmark," and that
there is no compelling reason for the present
number of courses required.
Appearing at the TCC's invitation, Lockwood elaborated upon the history and the
merits of the present adjudicative system.
Council member Dan Freelander "73
questioned the "legitimacy of a system in
the founding of which the TCC had not been
consulted."
Lockwood answered that the faculty was
content to let the judicial system die last
year, and that it was kept alive last year by
administrative extensions. He cited a lack of
faculty and trustee action.
He further explained that the series of five
administrative extensions was necessary
because the administration is charged by
the trustees with maintaining discipline,

and because•«-he saw little chance last year of
the existing system receiving widespread
support.
Answering a charge by Steve Barkan '73
A three-member hearing board formed to
that the present system sacrifices fairness
for simplicity, Lockwood said that "the consider charges by 6 black students that a
present system is not designed or intended guard used language which was "racially
to replicate the U.S. judicial system. The abusive" has been dissolved because the
purpose and ends of the system are not those two sides could not agree on procedures for
a hearing, according to JoAnne Epps '73, a
of a court system."
In other Council action, the co-chairmen member of the board. The students and
of the Trinity Coalition" iOf.Blacks were in- ; the guard will meet tomorrow to, try to reach
vited to an upcoming early TCC meeting to an agreement on the charges, according to
review both their demands of last March Alfred A. Garafolo, director of campus
and the ensuing TCC recommendations of security. A similar meeting two weeks ago
led to the formation of the hearing board,
last spring.
The guard, who has denied the charges,
The TCB's demands included a Black was relieved of his duties without pay
Studies Department, power to hire and fire pending a decision, after the students made
department personnel, a new house, a the charges.
The board never heard evidence in the
budget of $20,000 initially and $10,000 annually thereafter, more black admissions, case because of the disagreement over
procedure, Epps said.
and higher wages for campus jobs.
The first hearing on October 19 was unable
The TCC recommended that a Black
Studies Department be formed, but that the to more than "hassle over procedure,"
administration control hiring practices of according to Garofolo. The board was
the department., Also recommended were dissolved at its next meeting on October 22.
August O. Sapega, professor of
TCB reliance on the Student Activities Fee,
more black admissions, and higher wages engineering, and Judson M. Rees, director
of development, also served on the board.
for campus jobs if possible.

On Suspension

m-
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Philadelphia Slim's Pickin'
by Albert 'Hoops' Donsky
;
I have been beseiged by many queries - teams of the last few years, whereas LSI
well, not actually beseiged - it was a collect does not. 'Bama by li 1/2.
VIII, IX, and X. Susquehanna-Wagna
candygram from the Clinton, Conn.,
Friendly's - wanting to know exactly how WiIkes-East Strousberg-Hampden-Sydnev
my honored opponent (Isaiah the Profit - the Towson St. Three teams from Pennsylvania
four-square, three-toed, two-timed, once- and one each from Maryland, Virginia aid
removed wild bull of the Pampas) came by New York all play eacli other at a neutral
his monicker (the glass he wears in one point - you guessed it - the deck of the TJ.S S;
eye). Well, I don't know that, but I do know Enterprise. Action could get a little com
how he came by his appellation. It was one plicated in this game featuring Crusaders
day early in July. Kevin was silting around Seahawks, Colonels, Warriors, Tigers, and
his house watching Ge-orge Burns on T.V. Bears, respectively, but look for East
Kevin always watched George Burns, and Slroudsburg lo Barre Wilkes. East by
was especially fond of his wife. When the northeast, Wagner by a nose, and Hampden
show was over, Kevin was obdurate: Sydney by nightfall. You bet.
(whatever that means) and lie wanted
more. Just then, George Burns walked into
the room, and alluding to his Independence
Day special, uttered the irnortal words,
"Kevin, see more Grade the fourth."
I. Dartmouth-Columbia. Indians against
Lions in this contest that threatens the
popularity of test patterns as T.V. viewing.
Philadelphia Slim, the TRIPOD'S answe
Dartmouth by fid.
to Jimmy the Greek, again defeated Isaiah
II. In this week's gastronomical game - the Profit in their weekly pickin com
Rice with pork. Arkansas Razorbacks petition. The action was highlighted bj
should have no trouble with Rice. (For those Slim's correct picks in both the Texas AM
of you who are still lost, a Razorback is a and Villanova victories. Also, for the firsl
type of hog.) Arkansas will certainly hog the lime this year there was a tie. This occurred
pigskin in this one. Arkansas by 40.
in the Ball St.-Northern Illinois game, To
III. The Duke Blue Devils meet the West even out the record, Slim and Isaiah picked
Virginia Mountaineers. After the meeting, last week's Nebraska-Colorado game. Each
they might gclaround to some football, but I picked the cornhuskers.
tend to doubt it. West Virginia by 14.
Thus, after six weeks of competition, Slim
IV. Rutgers-Army. Two of the finest has a seven game lead, with only five weeks
teams ever to play football, Rutgers and of picking left. If Slim continues at this rate,
Army both have fine football traditions. All he will be hard to catch.
the tradition in the world, though, can't help
The TRIPOD asked Slim to comment on
either of these teams now. Rutgers and his victory, his fourth in 0 weeks. Slim said,
Army are both terrible this year, and I don't "If I keep pickin' at this rate, I'll be hard to
care who knows it. Even Grace. Rutgers by catch, especially by a
(!, although I doubt they can score even thai $%#/'&"©«?'.'?&&%$$$ like Gracey,"
:
much.
Last Week
Total
V. A JOCK'S League battle featuring
W L
W L PCT.
always tough Middlebury against Union, a
Slim
!! 2
51 9 .850 i.
learn that hasn't recovered since their star
guard, Dave Disolution graduated. Surely
i;
44 Hi
.733
1
Isaiah
(Sherman) you've- heard of Dissolution of
Union. Middlebury by 2U.
VI. Kentucky-Vanderbill. A battle of
titans. Not this game, in fact not any game
St. Anthony Hall is sponsoring a raffle
this week, but I have to use the phrase 'a
for two tickets to any Broadway play,
battle of titans' once a week of I'd lie
dinner for two, and ehaufforcd trandrummed out of the Cliche Sportswriters
sportation. Tickets arc $1 each, and
Union. Kentucky by 5.
. . .
,:.
proceeds will hi; infect toward •&' drive to
VII. Arid now this week's Big Game. Note
endow four supportive academic chairs
the capital letters. Alabama-LSI I. 1 can't
at the College. The drawing will be hold
see anyone beating Alabama this week,
November IN at midnight at HIP
mainly cause the game won't be on TV.
fraliTiiilv house.
Even so, Alabama has one of their best

Profit Loses Agajn

Stint Kills Isaiah

New Jersey

(Kevin Photo)
[{mining back Joe McCain , who earlier in the season lost the shirt off his hack, again
was forced into using a new jersey. In this play, McC'abe was wearing number Zi, Dennis
LiiKletnau (li'il) blocks for McCabe.
1

Isaiah the Profit

by Kevin Seymour Graeey IV
I am Isaiah, the thrice-blessed Sago of the Tigers of LSI), a game which will be
Age, the Seer of Secrets, the Teller of the highlighted by the Alabama Card Section
Future, the Fixer of Parking Tickets. I can forming a picture of George Wallace's left
heal the sick, raise the dead, and walk a- elbow, while the band, in a moving salute to
straight line. I also make a tasty souffle, and a paper cup, plays "Dixie." LSU in an upset.
can lick my weight in wild centipedes. And
IX. Wilkes-E, Slrousberg-Oops, I almost
yet with all these virtures, I am allowed to forgot. Wilkes is especially proud of its new
be insulted and be used as The Ashtry of the stadium rest rooms, where each patron gets
Gods. Why'.' Why? Is it my Breath?
a separate stall, known as the Wilkes John
(And lo, the Sky opened and a voice said Booths. Football will also be played, .sort of.
"Yes, your insistence on drawing it." One Wilkes by ten, if not; earlier.
must really be careful of whom he chooses
X. Kenlucky-Vanderbill--The winner of
lo work for. i
this game receives their weight in Fried
Slim continues to gloat, but his time is Chicke-n. There will be some difficulty in
comin/.;.
I have already
made understanding I he signals because of'the
i i r r . ' i n ^ ' c i i i c j i l . s , ; I I M I if S l i m p e r s i s t s i n h i s soul hern accents, but look for (he game lobe
obnoxious inlcrl'rrruce with I he Divine very close, to almost a drawl, --er, draw.
Blueprints, he will be changed into a lire Vaiulerhill in an upset.
hydrant and placed outside the American
I have spoken. Slop me before-1 kill again.
Kennel Club.
I. Middlebury-UnUm--An old vaudeville
adage is;, "Always start with a laugh" and so
in keeping with that, we picked this game.
The only way Union can win is through a
court injunction, but don't waste your time
looking for the Union suit. Or for the author
of that joke either; he's been taken care of.
We hired him out to the United Fruit
Company as a technical advisor. Middlebury.
II. Hampden-Sidney-Towson St.--Contrary
to the punctuation, there are only two teams
in this game, if I may be permitted to round
up to the nearest number. Towson St. 17,
Hampden-Sidney 1 each.
III. Arkansas-Iliee-Slim's love of football
does not prevent him from picking games
solely on the basis of the "jokes", if I may be
allowed to use the term loosely, he can use in
his column. This game is like a poker game
with a woman. Rice is the woman, and she
will raise Arkansas' ante, but Arkansas will
Razorback. God how I have to work for
these. Arkansas 30-Rice pilaf.
IV. Kutgers-Army-Actually a good game,
in a high camp sort of way. When two bad
teams get together, look for an exciting
contest. Elsewhere. Army will march.
V. West Virginia-Duke--The Deep South
Game of the Week backup game. West
Virginia, flushed with Defeat, face the Duke
Blue Devils so named because of the color
their fans have turned while holding their
breaths for a win. West Virginia 9-Duke 2.
VI. Dartmouth-Columbia--Columbia is a
Don't you deserve it? After all.,.
much stronger team than anyone imagined,
able on a number of occasions to actually
In brewing Bud, our choice is
stand up when fully suited for the game.
Dartmouth gained its name from a tragic
to go all the way. We hope beer
accident years ago in a local tavern, where
matters enough to you that you
an undergraduate was severly injured while
yawning in front of a circular target.
too will go all the way.
Dartmouth 10-Columbia 3.
VII. Susquehanna-Wagner-Wagner is
All the time,
located on Staten Island, which is a body of
land in New York Harbor whose chief
product is abandoned gas stations. In one of
WHEN \OU SAY
these, larger than the others, Wagner
college was founded, and hence is the only
college tn the nation which offers a degree in
Philosophy of Ancient Grease. How do I do
it. Wagner 10-Susquehanna {who could
forget her) 3.
YOU'VE SAD IT ALL!
VIII. Alabama-LSU--Game of the Week
AHHEUSCR-BVSCH, INC, • ST, L0US3
The Crimson Tide of Alabama face the

Raffle

If BucLis your favorite beer...

w h y not
moke if your
regular beer?

Budweisen
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Baby Booters
Win l,Lose 2
by Pete Taussig
Now that your neighborhood newspaper
has slashed its production down to an issue a
week, I am now in the position of boring you
for three times as long as usual. We have to
fill up our space, you know.
With a game to go, the frosh booters now
possess a non-earth shattering 3-3-1 slate.
The current record is the result of a
thrashing of our friends the Coast Guard, 71, and subsequent whippings from UMass
and Wesleyan, 6-4 and 2-0 respectively.
True to their word, the Shultsmen gave
the men in uniform a lesson on how the
game of soccer is played. To the delight of a
parents' day gathering, they put the game
on ice midway through the opening quarter
on a four (count em) goal burst in less than
four minutes, leaving a mediocre-at-best
Guard goalie praying for the massacre to
end. Only the goalposts and the crossbar
prevented the score from soaring out of
sight. Enter the infamous Odd Sqodd and a
lot of substituting and the total was 6 at the
intermission. Fortunately for the visitors,
the football game being played alongside
provided enough of a distraction in the
second half to keep Trinity down to one goal,
while they managed to avert the impending
shutout by converting a corner kick in the
final quarter.
Roger McCord registered a rare hat trick,
while Jesse Morgan and roomate Peter
Mindnich contributed two tallies apiece. The
defense also came up with their best game
to date, as goalie Curt Beaudouin was forced
to wake up three times in the !!!! minutes to
divert Coast Guard shots.
At UMass, though, the story was exactly
the opposite. Not unlike the Williams game,
the home club simply grounded our forces
with constant substituting and superior
play-making to hang up (5 big ones at the
three quarter mark of the contest. They
finally graced the visitors with the presence
of their third wave, and the trailers started
to pick up ground with alarming quickness,
and with about five minutes remaining, had
managed to make the score look respectable
(if one can call a soccer game with ten goals
scored in it a respectable game) by pumping
home four straight twine-ticklers, Mindnich
and Morgan netting two apiece. Even
though they kept the pressure on for the rest
of the contest, there were no more goals
forthcoming and the final margin read 6-4.
As quickly as it had appeared, the team
cohesiveness and lack of physical and
mental mistakes left them. UMass jumped
on these mistakes, something Trinity has
had a hard time doing.
The mystical spell continued at Wesleyan
last Saturday as our offense chalked up its
first shutout of the season (they now lead the
defense 1-0) in losing to the comparable
frosh club 2-0.
Just like the previous game, the shots
were about even, but the home club took
better advantage of their opponents errors
to spell the difference.
The Trinity defense looked particularly
lacking, and the absence of Jeff Ford due to
a missed plane was no help. Only a superb
game by Beaudouin, and. in fact, the
Wesleyan nctmindor kept the score so low.
Again, the crossbar and posts saw plenty of
action, but the only tallies resulted from a
penalty kick and a rebound that sat there for
about an hour until their right wing took
care of it.
So a potentially powerful team now is in
danger of ending'up with a losing record. On
Friday, with the aid of a surplus, please, of
vocal support from an orgy of fans, they are
promising to avert such" a disaster at the
expense of a visiting Amherst club. So bag
your books for a couple of hours and lend
them a voice. Your efforts will be rewarded.

• .
(Brown Photo)
Doug Snyder, (in black, at right) battles with a Williams player in soccer action from the game Oct. 23. Rick Palamar watches the
action. The Dathmen lost to Williams, 3-0.

Trinity.
(from p. 12)
•
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31/19
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A
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0
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McCabe
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1
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0
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57
2.9
2
11
66
6.0
0
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328
1
3
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Wiezenlhal
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Duckell
Cook
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McCnbe
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.
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13
5

YD5. TD.
245
1
66_. 2
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6
214 35.5
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4.S
0
11
.13
4.0
2
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13
.1
66
2
0
7
2
26
2
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NO.
3
3
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.14
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TD.
0
0
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Sherman
6
220 36.7
1 2
3
4
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0
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7

6
14
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Trin Cook, 6, pass from Weizenthal. Keith Kick.
Koch P.irrincllo, 1, run. Rasmussen kick.
Trin Cook, 4, pass from Wiczenthal. Koilh kick.
Rocli p.irrinello, X run. Kick lailed.
Koch Trubinno. 58, Runt relurn. Hammond pass from
rMrrint.'llo.

JOCKS League

Results of Oct. 23
*-'
Hobart 40-Union 21
TRINITY 37-Rochester 21
Amherst 35-Wesleyan 10
Middk'bury 26-RPI 19
Williams 33-Tufts 6
Bowdoin ;Ul-Colby 27
Norwich 21-Bates 14
Si. Lawrence 51-Hamilton 14
Last Week's Results
Coast Guard ^TRINITY 17
Williams
3 J «
.Middk'bury 35-Norwieh 25
Colby 38-Hobart 33
Bowdoin 42-Butes 15
pts. pts.
„,
Wesleyan 33-HamiUon 0
agn
L PCT.
for
learn
L Pet.
w
253 147
.750
1
3
Middlebury
ti
1 ,857
217 108
0 1.000
5
Williams
5
i .833
158 106
0 1.000
3
Amherst
5
1 .833
134 124
I .667
2
TRINITY
4
2 Ml.
120 143
.500

Hartford has fielded a team this year which
has achieved a high ranking in New England
with its 8-1-1 record. Last Saturday, Hartford defeated Trinity 4-2. Costly mistakes on
the part of the Trinity defense accounted for
the UHar goals, so it would be fair to say
that Trinity lost, rather than UHar won.
Hartford scored in the second period
making it 1-0 at the half. Determined to
win, Trinity went up on the Scoreboard
with a goal by feter Hiemann, UHar then
scored on a corner kick off a head shot
giving them a one goal advantage, going
into the fourth quarter. On a pass from Paul
Gossling, Doug Snyder scored to tie the
score 2-2. The next two UHar goals were
again the results of defensive mistakes. The
two goal lead and relatively little time left
on the clock, however, gave the Trinity team
their third loss in a row.
The best that the Bantams can do now is
have a .500 season, making it necessary to
defeat Coast Guard today (home game at
• 2:30), Amherst on Saturday, and Wesleyan
next week, the latter presently ranked
second in New England. Despite the injuries
and past losses, the Trinity soccer team,
with three games to go, will not give in; with
the desire to make up for the previous losses
they will enter the last games with an eye on
victory. Coast Guard will be first and
support for the last home game today will be
greatly appreciated,

Fencing d u b
Places First
On Sunday afternoon the Trinity College
Fencing Club engaged in the Connecticut
D ivision Men's Foil Competition and lunged,
reposted and disengaged their way to victory. All four Trinity participants advanced
through numerous elimination bouts to
claim four of the nine finalist positions.
Leading the "attacks" was Paul Meyen*
dorff. who won the finals. Paul outclassed
the opposition and finished with an 11-1
record, allowing but 14 opponent's touches
in comparison with his 59. This win advances Paul to Senior level competition.
Next for Trinity was Phil Daley, who tied for
third in victories but finished fourth when
the number of touches was taken into
consideration.
The day's high point occurred when Phil
and then Paul defeated John Merton, a
"name" fencer who placed high in last
year's National Competition. The boundaries of fencing etiquette were approached
as tempers rose and defenses stiffened, but
Trinity continued its impressive accumulation of victories. Bob Gershenfeld
and Ray Fahrner, who have been fencing for
six weeks under the in class instruction of
Paul Meyendorff, amazed fencing veterans
as they stabbed their ways to fifth and sixth
places respectively. The fencing team's
capute of 1st, 4th, 5th and 6th place in the
tournament lends hope for a successful
intercollegiate season.

COMEAND DANCE
WITH US!
at the

Folk Dance Party
In Wean Lounge
on Sunday, November 7 at 7 p.m.

w

Free Professional Instruction and
Refreshem Refreshments Provided
PROFESSORS - STUDENTS - STAFF ALL WELCOME

X
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riiard Nips Bantams

t Second Field Goal
The third quarter was another comedy of
Steve Ciccalone kicks field goals. Steve
Ciccalohe kicks field goals very well, Steve errors for the Bantams. Three consecutive
Ciccalone kicks field goals very well for the • drives were halted by Trinity miscues. Pat
Coast Guard Academy, fi'l", 193 pound Floyd starred for the Bears as he picked up
Steve Ciccalone, a sophomore from East; a fumble and picked off a pass. The scoring
Hartford, kicked a field goal for the Coast
Guard Academy with three seconds left in in the third quarter was a field goal from 35
the Cadet's last-minute, eome-from-behind out from Steve Ciccalone. This gave the
cadets a 13-7 lead at the start of the fourth
19-17 victory over the Trinity Bantams.
and final frame.
Most Football games don't come down to
The fourth quarter saw plenty of action.
the last three seconds with the score in Ray Perkins gave the Bantams some
doubt. Whenever that happens, one person momentum by picking off a pass. Wiezencan be singled out as having won the game. thal drove his men r>2 yards in eight plays.
That person Saturday was Steve Ciccalone. Joe McCabe took it in from the », and
Ciccalone's day started early. He booted Quentin Keith added the point. Trinity led,
the Guard to a first quarter lead with his 14-13.
first field goal. Trinity fumbled to set up that
The Bears came storming back. Cadet
score. It was the first of 5 Bantam miscues.
The Bantams came right back, when Saul Quarterback Paul Howard hit, RUSH PenWiezenthal hit Ron Duckett on a pass. It was dergrass coming out of the backfield on a 55
a play that the Bantams unveiled against yard strike. Pendergrass was stopped on the •
Rochester (he week before. Duckett takes a (en, and Coast Guard was unable to take it in
step or two to the outside and Wiezenthal from there, and Steve Ciccalone kicked a 22
throws Iho ball. This isolates Duckett and at yard field goal. This put the Cadets ahead,
(hut point ho lurns on (he speed, outrunning Ki-H.
The Bantams took the kickoff and moved
everybody. Sometimes il works. It did
.S'alunlay as Ducked was able lo evade two (!2 yards but their drive failed, and on fourth
, would-be liickler.s and scamper 51 yards for down, Quentin Keith booted home a 22
yarder. With -J:13 left, the Bantams led 17(lie 'I'D.
U>.
At (lie end of the half, Coast Guard unveiled their two-minute drill. The idea is, of Bu( (he Coast Guard still had some steam
course, to score in as little* time as possible. left. They drove to (he Bantam 32 and had a
Coast Guard worked it to perfection and fourth and I hire situation. The Bantams
Paul Howard ran in from in yards out to held and took over on downs. At (hat point
give the Guard the lead, Steve Ciccalone there was 1:13 left.
The Bantams attempted to run out the
added the point.
clock, but twice .Joe MeCabe was stopped for
little gain. On a third down Saul Wiezenthal
fell down over the ball, and the Bantams
punted.
Coast Guard had the ball and 19 seconds to
do something with it. Again, the Cadets went
into the two-minute drill. Howard took the
snap, faded back, and lofted a pass under
pressure. Tom Powell picked the ball out of
;i crowd, to say the least. He was dropped on
the twelve.
Steve Ciccalone dashed onto the field, the
With a 2-2 record (2-1 in New England Cadets lined up without a huddle, and
standings), the Trinity soccer team met a somehow amidst all the confusion,' Cicstrong and undefeated Williams squad on calone booted a 2!i yarder.
I'arenls' Weekend. The weekend before,
Pandemonium reigned. The Corps of
(hey had dr/caled Mkldlclniry, :M; (hey Cadets swarmed onto the field, the Coast
were (herd'ore ready lo give the Kptimen a Guard bear lit a flare, and the officials went
good fight and hopefully hand to them their berserk: there were three seconds left in the
iirst loss of the season. Williams, however. game.
displayed .the skill and desire to win that
When order was restored, Coast Guard
would be expected from a team with their kicked off. A Bantam fell on the ball and
record. WhileTrinity offensives failed to net called lime. Although the clock showed no
any goals, the Williams line succeeded. The time left, the officials ruled that there acTrinity team was at a disadvantage due to tually was 1 second remaining. When the
injuries sulained in the Middlebury game field was cleared again, the Bantams lined
which hampered both the offense and up for what turned out to be the last hurrah.
defense. Paul Gossling and Bill Brouse on Saul Wiezenlhal was able to hit Ducketl over
the front line were hindered with leg and the middle, but he was dropped before he
foot injuries respectively, while the three could break free. The Cadets had won and
fullbacks Fiechter, Palamar and Hill were another mob scene occurred on the field.
also hampered with injuries. It was a good
battle, but Williams had the edge on the The game was fairly even, as the score
Trinity turf and ended up with a ,'MI victory. and the stats indicate. However, Coast
Paul Gossling was voted the Offensive Guard was able to hold the Trinity passing,
Player of the Game and Bill Lawson the attack to 131 yards. The Bantam running
attack was balanced, as Lindeman, McCabe.
Defensive Player for Trinity.
Only four days after the loss lo Williams, and Coney all had over 50 yards. Once again,
Trinity met the Brown Bruins in Providence turnovers hurt the Bantams. They lost two
and were subjected not only to a 4-1 loss but a fumbles, and had three passes picked off.
physical beating as well. "Four days is not The Coast Guard team was also balanced,
enough time for injuries to heal completely, in a game that saw seven Coast Guard
nor does it allow for the memory of—the running backs pick up yardage. The Cadets
Williams game, which meant so much to the shuffled players in and out, in a display of
Trinity morale, to vanish. Despite the score depth rivaling any ever seen. Coast Guard's
the Dathmcn gave Brown a battle. record is now 7-1, and this year's team is
Physically, Brown was the biggest team easily the best since the Cadets' 1963 unTrinity has played and their size was used to defeated squad.
The Bantam's record is now 4-2, with two
the fullest extent, in that the ball wasn't the
only target for the Brown players. Har- games remaining against difficult squards,
vard's soccer coach, who was present at the Amherst and Wesleyan. Next week the
game, was "amazed" at the amount of Bantams are at Amherst to face the Lord
clipping and personal fouls that ac- Jeffs.
companied the Brown team's game. Rick
Marshall scored the lone goal, and had it not
been for the skill of the Brown goalie there
would have been more, for the Brown
defense in general was not too strong. Cocaptain Steve Hill was not able to play due to
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eventually sideline him for the rest of the
season, and Don Burt suffered a badly
sprained ankle. Yes, soccer is a tough game 1st Ot.
CG Sieve Ciccalone 35 ytf FG Tune: 8:05
for those of you who thought otherwise. If
Trinity (131 Saul. Wie/onlhnl TO pass ol 51 yds. lo (85)
it's any consolation, it was said by Brown
t i m e : t.10
players that the Dathmen gave them more
trouble than either Army or Dartmouth, 2ndCOQI.HOI Paul Howard IS yrt T D run PAT: Ciccflloni?
both of whom are strong soccer powers. tiood Time CMS
Rick Marshal^ was
awarded the offensive
award and c<*f:captatn Bayard Fiechter 3rdCOOf.SieveCiccnlone Hysi. f-'G Time to;i<)
received the defensive award.
•itn Qi.
To lose to a f a m which has never
Trimly Joseph MrCitto (3*5 (tytl. TOrun. PAT Keilb
managed to even come close {0 beating us in <I«H1 Time: IJ-36
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soccer could be considered a humiliation
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and to some it may be, but the University of
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Booters Lose
Three In Row

Scoring By Quarters

(Levin Photo)

The Coast Is Clear

Co-Captain Ned Hammond (//22), a defensive hack, rarely gets a chance to run with the
ball. But after he intercepted a pass he found the coast clear and was able to pick up
yardage in action from Saturday's game against Coast Guard.

Duckett Sets Record

Trinity Tops Rochester
In 1970, the Trinity Bantams lost to only Uoal. and made it. The Bantams led, and
one team: the University of Rochester. If kept the lead for the rest of the game.
someone had bet that the 1971 battle betThe Bantams loreed the Yellowjackets to
ween these teams was going to be a grudge punt, and two plays after, Saul Wiezenthal"'
match, then that someone would have been found his favorite target, Ron DucKell on a
a sight richer. The Bantams were certainly 50-yard TD strike. Keith added the point.
'up' for the game, and played as well as they
The Bantams were; able to stop Rochester
have played all year. Perhaps better. They when Bill Foster picked off an aeriel by Jack
also won. The final was 37-21.
Stevens, the third string QB. But the BanThe first quarter was scoreless, although tams were unable lo move and punted back
both teams had chances, Don Viering picked to Rochester. Rochester showed some signs
off a pass to stop a Rochester drive, but Saul of life, but were eventually stopped as the
Wiezenthal also had one picked off, Quentin Bantams sacked Stevens attempting to
Keith tried a field goal but it was rather out pass. The Bantams took over on downs and
scored 5 plays later, Wiezenthal taking it in
of his range, being a 52 yarder.
The Bantams took the ball at the start of himself. Keith made the kick to close out the
the second quarter, and the change in scoring at 37-21.
Ned Hammond personally locked the door
direction must have helped, because they
marched 58 yards in 8 plays for the score. when he picked off a Stevens pass. Trinity
The big plays were a 29 yard pass to killed the clock, and had a win against
Duckett, and a 18 yard pass to tight end Rochester, a win that they wanted badly.
However, to be perfectly fair, Rochester
Whitney Cook. In the latter, Cook made a
leaping onehatided grab for the ball and was playing without six starters, including
somehow managed to hold on. Two plays an Ail-American tackle. Rich Parinello, who
later, Wiezenthal went back to Cook who started at QB, had not played that position
was alone in the endzone. Keith added the since his sophomore year. Also, as
Rochester's second leading receiver, he was
PAT.
The change in direction also helped unable to pass to himself, and thus lost a
Rochester, because they took the kickoff potential target.
and drove 83 yards for a TD. They ran 14 It was a record making day for the
plays and only passed once. On that play, Bantams in a number of ways. First, and
Rich Parinello, who is normally a halfback, most impressive, Ron Duckett caught
but who started at QB, caught a pass from passes for 245 yards, which is a New
Rick Renzi, who played QB on that play England College Division record. His 13
only.
receptions was also a record. Also, Saul
Trinity look the ball and marched, but Wiezenthal's S28 yards passing set marks
they were finally halted on the Rochester 27. for most passing yards by a team and inKeith tried a field goal that was short. dividual. Whitney Cook also caught two TD
However, the defense held and the Bantams passes, giving him a career mark of 14. This
got the ball and drove in for the score in less is two short of the record, held by Ron
than a minute. Wiezenthal threw fi passes, Martin, a former Trinity player.
completing two to Duckett, a screen to
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McCabe, before finding Cook in the endzone
Ir -inilv
again. Keith added the kick, and the half
Score
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ended without further ado.
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In the second half, the Bantam offense
Rushing Y,ircl.if|f; (Ni'lJ
15!
166
was stalled for a time, and Rochester was
able to sustain a drive and score. On the Pnsfiiiig Yrtrd<K|p INCH
235
III
ensuing series of downs, the Bantams again
n
Rilurn Ytirdcicif (Nell
19
were stopped, and Lou Trubiano took a Joe P.'ISSCB (Comui'rj A l f a Mild 1
n l c ' d l 1» .10 3 12-20 3
McCabe punt and raced 58 yards down the
sidelines and into the endzone. Rochester
Punis (Number Avw.iqi.s
.! 42
went for two. to make up for a missed PAT.
1
1
Fumbles Lost
The conversion was good, and Rochester
led, 21-14. But that was all that Rochester
VorcK Pmali,,,,
45
10
was able to do, and the rest of the afternoon
•Return of funts, tnlertc|>)«(l Passes
belonged to the Bantams.
and Fuj?jblo5 (nol kicKOfls.l
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Cook for 20, and Duckett for 11, 18, and 21. Cdti.i.,
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Dennis Lindeman went in from the 11 for the
t
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score. Quentin Keith missed the point
13
Rochester was stopped when Barry
to
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O'Brien picked off a pass. The Bantams then
drove to the three, but wm* stopped, and
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